Google Pixel Tablet
The Pixel Tablet fit for business

High-level overview

With more screen space, the Pixel Tablet tees up your business for more immersive experiences and integrates with the growing Google ecosystem. The Pixel Tablet is the first tablet with the Google Tensor G2 chip built in. And it’s the first tablet protected by the certified Titan M2 security chip.¹

Innovation at your fingertips with Pixel Tablet

Next gen-tech, next level experience
Pixel Tablet has an 11-inch screen with adaptive brightness to give your team the screen space they need—the large screen design is perfect for multitasking, streaming content, and editing documents.²

Transform your business with a more versatile device
The Pixel Tablet allows you to work the way you want. Get some of the best features of a smart display when your tablet is locked and docked, like smart home controls and hands-free help from Google.³ The Pixel Tablet also comes with Google Meet for HD video calling and its unique speaker dock keeps it charged and ready, 24/7.

Get the 360° devices experience from Google
Pixel Tablet uses Google software for fluid integration between devices like our compatible Pixel phones and Chromebooks.⁴ With Nearby Share, your team can quickly and securely share files, contacts, and links between your Pixel Tablet and other nearby phones and laptops.⁵ Pixel Tablet is also the first tablet with Chromecast built-in, so your team can cast videos from your phone to your docked tablet in just a few taps.⁶

Boost the productivity and security of your workforce

Settle for nothing less than strong security features
Your personal info, safe and sound. The Pixel Tablet is the first tablet protected by the certified Titan M2 security chip.¹ It shares the same hardware security as the highly rated Pixel phones.

Reimagine productivity with Tensor G2
The Pixel Tablet is the first tablet with the Google Tensor G2 chip built in. It features Google AI and enables fast and smooth streaming, high-quality video calls, accurate voice typing, efficient multitasking, and more.

Your Pixel Tablet just keeps getting better
Your Pixel Tablet gets Feature Drops with software updates full of new and improved features, tricks, and tips.⁷ To protect you and your sensitive data, the Pixel Tablet comes with at least 5 years of security updates.⁸ So it gets even more secure over time.

More information
https://pixel.google/business/
## Tech specs

### Display and Dimensions
- Full-screen 10.95-inch display, 2560 x 1600 resolution, 16:10 aspect ratio
- 500 nits brightness (max)
- Full 24-bit depth for 16 million colors

### Security and Authentication
- Minimum 5 years of security updates\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^12\)
- Anti-phishing and anti-malware protection
- Automatic security checks and privacy controls with Safety Center
- Android System Intelligence and Android backup encryption
- Fingerprint Unlock with power button fingerprint sensor
- End-to-end security designed by Google
- Multi-layer hardware security: Tensor security core, certified Titan M2 security chip, and Trusty (Trusted Execution Environment)

### Battery and Charging
- Up to 12 hours of video streaming\(^9\)
- Built-in 27-watt-hour battery
- Can charge via Charging Speaker Dock (included)

### Processor
- Google Tensor G2
- Titan M2™ security coprocessor

### Memory and Storage
- 8 GB LPDDR5 RAM
- 128 / 256 GB UFS 3.1 storage\(^11\)

### Camera
- Rear Camera: 8MP, 1.12 μm pixel width, f/2.0 aperture, 1/4" image sensor size
- Front Camera: 8 MP, 1.12 μm pixel width, f/2.0 aperture, 1/4" image sensor size
- Features include: Magic Eraser\(^13\) and Photo Unblur

### Connectivity and Location
- Wi-Fi 6 (802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax) with 2x2 MIMO, simultaneous dual-band (2.4 GHz, 5.0 GHz)
- Bluetooth® v5.2
- Ultra-Wideband chip for accurate ranging

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

---

1. Common Criteria certification for hardware and cryptographic library. See g.co/pixel/certifications for details.
2. Screen has rounded corners. When measured diagonally as a rectangle, screen is 11 inches. Actual viewable area is less. Subscriptions may be required to stream certain content.
3. Requires compatible smart home devices (sold separately).
4. Phones, laptops, and watch sold separately.
5. Requires compatible phones running on Android 6.0 or newer or Chromebooks running on Chrome OS 91 or newer.
6. Subscriptions may be required.
7. Your device will generally receive Feature Drops during the applicable Android update and support periods. See g.co/pixeltablet/updates for more information.
8. Android security updates for at least 5 years from when the device first became available on the Google Store in the US. See g.co/pixeltablet/updates for details.
9. Screen has rounded corners. When measured diagonally as a rectangle, screen is 11 inches. Actual viewable area is less. Dimension may vary by configuration and manufacturing process.
10. Battery testing conducted in California in early 2023 on pre-production hardware and software. Video content was streamed via Wi-Fi using the YouTube app at 1080p resolution with Pixel Tablet on default settings, except that brightness was set to 82% and adaptive brightness and Ambient EQ were turned off. Battery life depends upon many factors and usage of certain features will decrease battery life. Actual battery life may be lower.
11. Storage specifications refer to capacity before formatting. Actual formatted capacity will be less.
12. Pixel security updates for at least 5 years from when the device first became available on the Google Store in the US. Updates may also include feature drops and other software updates. See g.co/pixeltablet/updates for more information.